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TELEPHONE / EMAIL

RADIO RELAY INTERNATIONAL is an IRS 501(c)(3) non-

OP NOTE:

profit corporation dedicated to the relay
radiogram messages. Unpaid amateur
volunteer their equipment, time and skill
maintain the radio networks that make this
Learn more at www.radio-relay.org.

and delivery of
radio operators
to operate and
service possible.

BODY TEXT
NON-CASE SENSITIVE COMMUNICATIONS; TYPE USING ALL CAPS

Common Sample Service Message Texts
(for received messages with handling instruction code -- HXC -- in Preamble) -"ARL FORTY SEVEN 1234 K6ABC MAY 9 0030Z X 73" [CK 10]
(for received message delivery issues) -"ARL SIXTY SEVEN 1234 K6ABC RECEIVED PHONE NUMBER 333 222 4444 INCORRECT X NO LISTING X 73"

[CK 17]

"MESSAGE NUMBER 1234 K6ABC RECEIVED PHONE NUMBER 333 222 4444 INCORRECT X DELIVERED BY [method]
MAY 9 0030Z X 73" [CK 20]
Preamble Nomenclature:
a* SVC (Your Message Number)
b* (Same as received message)
c* (Handling Instruction -- only if required)
d* (Your Call Sign)
e* (Number of words or number groups in your service message text -- see [CK #] in sample texts.)T
f* (Your location)
g* & h* (Origination Time & Date in UTC/GMT/Z (important for out-of-country messages)
NOTE: Bulk Messages (welcome, greetings, congratulations, etc.) without handling instructions do not call for service message,
but, if delivered, the recipient may wish to send a REPLY message.

SIGNATURE
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POSITION

RADIO OPERATOR NAME

ADDRESS OR LOCATION
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REPLY VIA
TELEPHONE / EMAIL

[Your Name & Call Sign]
TRACKING DATA
RECEIVED FROM

NETWORK DESIGNATOR

TIME RECEIVED(UTC)

SENT TO

NETWORK DESIGNATOR

TIME SENT(UTC)
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Radiograms – Frequently Asked Questions
What is a radiogram? A radiogram is a telegram sent by shortwave radio nets operating 365 days per year,
24-hours per day. These nets are sponsored by Radio Relay International and use a variety of communication
technologies including voice, Morse code, and the latest, very sophisticated, digital methods.
What is Radio Relay International? RRI is an IRS registered 501(c )(3) non-profit organization that sponsors
a decentralized, survivable communication network over amateur radio, available for public service
communications in time of disaster. While cellular networks and the Internet depend on the national electrical
grid and fiber optic cable backbones, shortwave radio uses only the earth’s ionosphere making it independent of
commercial infrastructure. Our operators are also widely dispersed, located all over the country and the world.
This means RRI is always available for emergency communications regardless of conditions.
Why would someone use RRI when there is no emergency in progress? Radiograms are relayed
throughout the year to exercise the network, for operator training and practice, and to maintain our equipment
and facilities.
How does it work? A radiogram can enter our network from anywhere in the world, subject to international
agreement and operator presence of course. It is then routed to the volunteer radio amateur nearest the
addressee, who is responsible for delivering it to the addressee.
How are messages delivered? Routine messages may be delivered via telephone, e-mail, the postal
service, or even by hand, in person. Higher priority messages are typically delivered via telephone or in person.
Under emergency conditions involving the police, fire, or emergency services departments, printed “hard copy”
and electronic delivery are both common.
What sort of message might I send? All non-commercial messages are welcome, in accordance with F.C.C.
regulations. Radiograms are a great way to send birthday greetings, notes to and from summer camp, and even to
play chess across the country. Besides – it’s fun!
Is there a charge for this service? No charge is made for sending or receiving a radiogram. This is a noncommercial, wholly volunteer public service, sponsored by Radio Relay International.
Why is the radiogram typed with capital letters? Radiograms, like telegrams, are sent using capital letters
to maintain compatibility with all known techniques including Morse code and American Sign Language that
cannot easily shift between upper and lower cases.
Where can I learn more about Amateur Radio? Visit our web page to learn more:

www.radio-relay.org

